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Robust Segmentation for Large Volumes of Laser
Scanning Three-Dimensional Point Cloud Data
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Abstract—This paper investigates the problems of outliers
and/or noise in surface segmentation and proposes a statistically
robust segmentation algorithm for laser scanning 3-D point cloud
data. Principal component analysis (PCA)-based local saliency
features, e.g., normal and curvature, have been frequently used
in many ways for point cloud segmentation. However, PCA is
sensitive to outliers; saliency features from PCA are nonrobust and
inaccurate in the presence of outliers; consequently, segmentation
results can be erroneous and unreliable. As a remedy, robust
techniques, e.g., RANdom SAmple Consensus (RANSAC), and/or
robust versions of PCA (RPCA) have been proposed. However,
RANSAC is influenced by the well-known swamping effect, and
RPCA methods are computationally intensive for point cloud processing. We propose a region growing based robust segmentation
algorithm that uses a recently introduced maximum consistency
with minimum distance based robust diagnostic PCA (RDPCA)
approach to get robust saliency features. Experiments using synthetic and laser scanning data sets show that the RDPCA-based
method has an intrinsic ability to deal with outlier- and/or noise–
contaminated data. Results for a synthetic data set show that
RDPCA is 105 times faster than RPCA and gives more accurate
and robust results when compared with other segmentation methods. Compared with RANSAC and RPCA based methods, RDPCA
takes almost the same time as RANSAC, but RANSAC results are
markedly worse than RPCA and RDPCA results. Coupled with
a segment merging algorithm, the proposed method is efficient for
huge volumes of point cloud data consisting of complex objects surfaces from mobile, terrestrial, and aerial laser scanning systems.
Index Terms—Feature extraction, object modeling, outlier, region growing, robust normal, robustness, segmentation, surface
reconstruction.

I. I NTRODUCTION

S

EGMENTATION is an actively researched task for many
applications, including object shape recognition, modeling and geometry analysis, surface reconstruction and feature
extraction in computer vision, pattern recognition, photogrammetry, remote sensing, and robotics [1]–[4]. It is a process of
classifying and labeling data points into a number of separate
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groups/regions, each corresponding to the specific shape of a
surface of an object. It is important in processing laser scanning
(LS) point cloud data (PCD), and the success of information retrieval largely depends on the quality of the results [5]. Segmentation in PCD is not trivial, because the three-dimensional (3-D)
georeferenced x, y, z points are usually incomplete, sparsely
populated, and unorganized (i.e., no information about connecting neighboring points), with no knowledge about the statistical
distribution of the points, as well as point density variation.
Moreover, the presence of different types of outliers and noise
makes the segmentation process complicated and challenging.
Complex topology and the presence of sharp features (e.g.,
edges and corners) further exacerbate the complexity.
Region growing based segmentation is a most commonly
used segmentation approach. Principal component analysis
(PCA) has been widely used to estimate local saliency features
(SFs) such as normal and curvature that are used in region
growing [6]–[8]. Mitra et al. [9] showed that the sensitivity of
PCA to outliers means that it fails to accurately fit planes and
the resultant plane parameters are unreliable, nonrobust, and
misleading. Outliers and/or noise can cause several problems,
including the tendency to smooth sharp features. Hence, segmentation results can be inaccurate and nonrobust. Li et al. [10]
pointed out that if correct normals are robustly estimated for
each point, the geometry of corrupted point clouds can be well
determined. Nurunnabi et al. [11], [12] showed that robust
and diagnostic statistical approaches reduce the influence of
outliers/noise on PCA, produce robust SFs, and can be used
for robust segmentation.
This paper introduces two algorithms: a region growing
based robust segmentation algorithm for 3-D PCD that can
be generated by mobile laser scanning (MLS), terrestrial laser
scanning (TLS), and aerial laser scanning (ALS) systems,
which is an extension of the method proposed recently in [13],
and a merging algorithm to combine the segments of sliced
data that cannot be processed as one data set. The methods use
robust diagnostic PCA (RDPCA) as an alternative of the robust
PCA used in [13] to reduce outlier influence on the estimated local SFs for accurate and robust segmentation. The segmentation
algorithm is efficient for both planar (e.g., building facades and
roofs) and nonplanar (e.g., cylindrical objects such as sign and
light poles) complex objects, but objects such as trees cannot
be segmented as one object since estimating surface orientation
and region growing is not trivial for leaves and branches. Using
RDPCA significantly reduces the segmentation time than using
the robust PCA based method [13]. We show the accuracy,
efficiency, and robustness of the new algorithms for segmenting
artificial and real PCD in the presence of outliers/noise and
sharp features.
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Section II reviews the literature. Section III presents the
following: 1) brief ideas about related principles and methods;
2) issues in segmentation; 3) estimation of robust SFs; and
4) evaluation of the robust SFs, which needs to be addressed
for robust segmentation. Section IV devises a robust segmentation algorithm for both planar and nonplanar complex object
surfaces. Experiments for the new methods are presented in
Section V. Section VI introduces and demonstrates a merging
algorithm. Section VII concludes this paper.
II. L ITERATURE R EVIEW
Many methods have been developed to improve the quality
of segmentation in PCD that can be grouped into three main
categories: 1) edge/border based; 2) region growing based; and
3) hybrid. In edge/border based methods, points on edges/
borders are detected, a border linkage process constructs the
continuous edge/border, and then points are grouped within the
identified boundaries and connected edges. Castillo et al. [14]
stated that, due to noise or uneven point distributions, such
methods often detect disconnected edges, which make it difficult for a filling or an interpretation procedure to identify closed
segments.
Region growing algorithms can be either point based or grid
based. Grid based algorithms are better for structured data
such as images, whereas point-based algorithms work for both
structured and unstructured data [15]. We concentrate on point
based algorithms since we are dealing with unstructured PCD.
A seed point is chosen first, from which to grow a region,
and then, local neighbors of the seed point are combined one
by one with the seed point if they have similarities in terms
of surface point properties such as orientation and curvature.
The goal is homogeneity within regions and, correspondingly,
dissimilarities between the different regions. In general, region
growing is more robust to noise than edge based methods when
using global information [2]. Xiao et al. [16] used mean square
error (MSE) and a region growing method good for planar surface segmentation. Benkö and Várady [17] proposed a method
good for smoothly connected regions, which used various error
measures, similarity, and geometric and statistical indicators.
Rabbani et al. [8] and Belton and Lichti [18] used curvatures
and surface normal constraints for finding smoothly connected
areas. Although smoothness constraints based on residuals and
curvature can segment planar and curved objects, inaccurate
estimates of the normals and curvatures of points near region boundaries can cause inaccurate segmentation results,
and outliers/noise can lead to over- and undersegmentation.
Limitations include determining region borders accurately and
sensitivity to the location of initial seed regions [2]. Mozos et al.
[19] proposed a region growing based segmentation algorithm
that uses surface point normals and the Euclidean distance
between an interest point and its neighbors.
Hybrid methods (e.g., [11] and [20]) use both the boundary/
edge based and region growing based approaches to overcome
limitations in the respective approaches. However, the success
of hybrid methods depends on the success of either or both of
the underlying methods. Many other methods have also been
proposed for point clouds. Koster and Spann [21] proposed a
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clustering approach based on similarity measures from a statistical test. Scan-line-based methods (e.g., [22]) adopt a split-andmerge strategy based on grouping the scan lines along a given
direction. Since the method is based on the grouping of the scan
lines, the approach is not good for unordered/unstructured PCD
having uneven point density. The extension of scan-line based
methods for point clouds requires deciding important axes and
constructing scan lines by slicing point clouds, which makes
segmentation depend on orientation [5]. Marshall et al. [23]
used least squares fitting and identified surfaces of known
geometric features within a segmentation framework. They
concluded that generalizing this method to more complex
surfaces would be hard. Schnabel et al. [24] partly reduced
the complexity by employing RANdom SAmple Consensus
(RANSAC) [25]. RANSAC has several robust versions, including maximum likelihood estimation sample consensus
(MLESAC), m-estimator sample consensus (MSAC) [26], and
weighted RANSAC [27]. Nurunnabi et al. [28] showed that
RDPCA based methods perform better than MSAC for estimating SFs and do better segmentation. Tarsha-Kurdi et al. [29]
used extended RANSAC for detecting building roof planes.
Klasing et al. [3] identified the limitations of fitting higher order
surfaces and geometric primitives, including the problem of
predicting the results and the high computational cost for a large
number of features. Castillo et al. [14] used surface normals
computed by constrained nonlinear least squares approach.
Vosselman [30] used a segment growing algorithm based
on similarity of feature values and proximity. Sampath and
Shan [31] used PCA-based characteristics for building roof segmentation. Lari and Habib [32] proposed an adaptive approach
using the internal characteristics (e.g., local point density variation). This method is limited to planar and cylindrical features
and uses PCA. Nurunnabi et al. [11], [13] showed that PCA is
highly affected by segmentation errors and used robust PCA to
develop robust segmentation algorithms. The problem of using
robust PCA is that it is computationally intensive and may be
impractical for large point clouds. Using RDPCA [28], this
paper provides computationally efficient robust segmentation
method for huge volumes of PCD.
III. R ELATED P RINCIPLES , M ETHODS , AND I SSUES
This section illustrates a number of issues that need to be
addressed for robust segmentation. PCA, robust PCA, and
RANSAC are described, the problems of object surface segmentation in PCD are identified, and appropriate criteria for
robust SFs estimation are defined.
A. PCA, Robust PCA, and RANSAC
PCA: PCA is a statistical technique, which deals with multidimensional data, that is a basis transformation to diagonalize
an estimate of the covariance matrix of the data [33]. It transforms the variables to a new set of uncorrelated and orthogonal
variables, which are called principal components (PCs). For a
3-D PCD set, the covariance matrix of n points is defined as
1
(pi − p̄)(pi − p̄)T
n i=1
n

Σ3×3 =

(1)
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where p̄ = (1/n) ni=1 (pxi , pyi , pzi ) is the mean vector of
the data. The covariance matrix defines the local geometric
information of the data. The standard eigenvalue equation
λV = ΣV

(2)

is solved using singular value decomposition, where V and λ
are the matrix of eigenvectors (PCs) and the matrix of eigenvalues as its diagonal elements, respectively. The eigenvectors
v2 , v1 , and v0 are defined according to the corresponding
eigenvalues arranged in descending order: λ2 ≥ λ1 ≥ λ0 . The
first two PCs form an orthogonal basis and indicate the two
dimensions of highest variability that defines the best fit plane.
The third PC is orthogonal to the first two PCs, approximates
the normal of the fitted plane, expresses the least amount of
variation along the normal, and can be used to estimate the
plane parameters.
Robust PCA: The robust version of PCA (RPCA) is a
statistical approach to obtain PCs with reduced influence of
outliers. Nurunnabi et al. [11], [12] showed that the RPCA
method introduced by Hubert et al. [34] is appropriate for 3-D
PCD. In RPCA [34], the data are transformed so that they
are lying in a subspace whose dimension m is less than the
number of observations n. Second, an “outlyingness” measure
is computed for finding outliers by projecting all the data
points on many univariate directions. The outlyingness measure
follows the principle that if a point is a multivariate outlier, then
there must be some 1-D projection of the data for which the
point is a univariate outlier. Then, every direction is scored by
the outlyingness measure, which is defined as

 T
pi v − cFMCD (pi v T )
,
i = 1, . . . , n
wi = arg max
v
ΣFMCD (pi v T )
(3)
where pi v T denotes a projection of the ith observation onto the
v direction; and cFMCD and ΣFMCD are the fast-MCD-based
[35] mean and covariance matrix for the univariate direction
v, respectively. The variable wi is the maximum of overall
directions. Equation (3) is similar to the well-known z-score,
where a projection pi v T is considered as an argument. For
this, a robust distance is computed via the projection. Next, an
assumed portion h (h > n/2) of observations with the smallest
outlyingness values is used to construct a robust covariance
matrix Σh . We choose h = 0.5n, assuming that the data set
is contaminated with less than 50% outliers. Finally, the PCA
model is built on the robust Σh and the remaining observations
projected onto the d dimensional subspace spanned by the d
largest eigenvectors of Σh . Hubert et al. [34] claimed that the
method yields accurate estimates for outlier-free data and more
robust estimates for outlier-contaminated data.
RANSAC: RANSAC [25] is a well-known method for robust
parameter estimation of a model in the presence of outliers/
noise. It consists of two steps: hypothesize and test. In hypothesize, for a plane, three points are randomly selected, and
the plane is fitted. In test, the quality of the fit is evaluated
on all the input data. Many cost functions [26] have been
proposed, the standard being the number of data points (inliers)
consistent with the fit. The iteration process is terminated when
the probability of finding a better fit than the previous best

Fig. 1. (a) Three planar surfaces with their normals (red arrows) , orthogonal
distance (OD), Euclidean distance (ED), and (b) coplanar smooth surface.

one is less than a predefined threshold. To get an outlier-free
fit, a probabilistic iteration number [25] is used. However, an
outlier-free fit estimated from all inliers has been claimed to not
guarantee a good solution due to noise and other phenomena
[36]. Methods have been proposed to update the number of
iterations and to be resilient to noise [36], [37]. We will use the
MATLAB code from [37] for the RANSAC algorithm, which
adopted the developments in [36] and [37].
B. Problem Formulation
Segmentation identifies and groups points that belong in a
region having similar characteristics. We investigate the problems of identifying the underlying pattern of individual surface
points and then formulate the expected characteristics for the
points to be in the same region.
Every point in a sufficiently small local area can be assumed
to be sampled from a locally planar surface [6]. In Fig. 1, shown
in two dimensions for clarity, the first two planes from the left
seem to have a jump edge, and the last two planes appear to
have a crease edge at their boundaries. However, the points on
the local planar surfaces may be on the same smooth surface
under certain conditions, as shown in Fig. 1(b), i.e., if the gaps
between the boundary points are small and satisfy other coherence criteria. We now illustrate why edges, gaps, and outliers
should be carefully investigated in the segmentation process.
Edges, Gaps, and Outliers: Fig. 1 shows that the right
surface for a point near a gap between two boundary points and
edges/corners needs to be determined. The properties of edges,
gaps, and outliers in the data need to be investigated when estimating reliable SFs and for formulating appropriate test criteria
for accurate and robust segmentation.
Edges: Hoffman and Jain [38] pointed out that edge points
may delineate surface patches and are therefore useful for
modeling. Normals for the points near edges and corners are
usually differently oriented and discontinuous. A common
effect is rounded or smoothed normal estimates along edges
[14], which can lead to poor segmentation. Fig. 2 shows three
types of edges that are commonly seen in PCD: 1) jump/step
edges, which occur where a surface undergoes a discontinuity
with the boundary points on the two parallel planes close to
the discontinuity, or when an object obstructs another object;
2) crease/corner edges, which appear where two sides of a
roof meet, which means that normals of the edge points are
influenced by different planes; and 3) smooth or virtual edges,
which can be characterized by the continuity of the orientation
of the normals, i.e., smoothly changing across the surface, but
with discontinuities of curvature.
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Fig. 2. Types of edges (normals are showed by red arrows). (a) Jump edge.
(b) Crease edge. (c) Smooth edge.

Fig. 3. Gaps in different surface positions; red and green arrows show normal
orientations and directions of gaps, respectively. (a) Gap between two vertically
distant planes. (b) Gap between two horizontally and vertically distant planes.
(c) Gap between two horizontally distant planes.

Gaps: Errors in data acquisition because of faulty sensors,
improper sensor alignment, unexpected interruption in data
acquisition, obstacles that may obstruct the laser, and/or surface
point density variation may cause gaps such as discontinuities
and holes in the data. Some types of gap that are frequently
seen are shown in Fig. 3. If gaps between two individual
surfaces cannot be identified properly, then there is a possibility to wrongly combine the two different surfaces together
into one surface. Moreover, real gaps can be filled by faulty
boundary extensions in the presence of outliers/noise. Hence, a
thorough analysis of the neighboring surface points based on
their proximity criteria is needed for a proper understanding
about the gaps between pairs of relevant neighboring points and
surfaces. In this paper, we have not considered the scenario of
missing LS/LiDAR points. However, we can interpolate to fill
in the gaps using, for example, a linear (or planar) model [39],
or segment first, determine the surfaces, and interpolate from
these. We may also consider existing methods such as Levin’s
projection [40] to fill the gaps.
Outliers: Outliers are classified as points that are far from
the majority of points in the data and/or do not follow the same
model as the majority of points [28], [41]. Multipath reflection,
occlusion, moving objects that pass through the scan area faster
than they can be captured, snow, rain, dust, and noise can appear
as off-surface points and appear as outliers; moreover, multiple
and unorganized model structures in a data set may create
clustered and pseudo-outliers [28], [42], [43]. The presence of
outliers in the data compounds the problem of edges and gaps.
Fleishman et al. [44] noted that, when sharp features (e.g.,
edges, corners, and boundaries) are present in the underlying
surface, the requirement of being resilient to noise is particularly challenging since noise and sharp features are ambiguous,
and most techniques tend to smooth out sharp features. Covariance statistics based on an outlier-contaminated neighborhood
may produce inaccurate SFs. Points in a neighborhood in the
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Fig. 4. Influence of the presence of an outlier (red point) in different positions
in the data. (a) Outlier as an off-surface point. (b) Outlier between two
horizontally distant coplanar surfaces. (c) Outlier between two vertically distant
parallel planes.

presence of outliers result in the tangent plane being biased to
the direction of the outliers. Noise and/or outliers between the
gaps of two neighboring surface points can erroneously join two
surfaces, and outliers between two points in a neighborhood can
produce erroneous discontinuties in a homogeneous surface.
Fig. 4 illustrates the influence of outliers in different positions in
a neighborhood, which causes the change of the real orientation
of the local plane. Fig. 4(a) shows how an outlier changes the
orientation of a plane to its own direction. Fig. 4(b) shows how
the presence of an outlier between a pair of surfaces joins them
erroneously, and Fig. 4(c) shows that the presence of an outlier
between two vertically parallel planes changes the orientations
of the two and wrongly joins them together.
C. Robust SFs Estimation
The plane normal, the variation along the plane normal, and
the curvature are the three SFs that have been widely used to
find the coherence and proximity for points in PCD [7], [8],
[13], [18] and will be used in the proposed algorithm. The
three SFs and an algorithm that estimates robust SFs are now
discussed.
Normal, Variation Along the Normal, and Curvature: The
third PC v0 is considered as the normal n̂ to the fitted plane.
The quality of the segmentation results depends on how well the
estimated normals approximate the true normals of the sampled
surface used in segmentation [45]. The least eigenvalue λ0
that relates to v0 measures the variation of the points along
the normal. In other words, λ0 estimates how much the points
deviate from the fitted plane [7]. Therefore, it can evaluate the
quality of a plane fit; the smaller the value of λ0 is, the better is
the quality of the fit.
Curvature measures the rate of change of surface normals
and the tangential directions of a point on a surface [46]. Many
types of curvature have been used for segmentation [1], [7], [8],
[18]. Besl and Jain [1] proposed Gaussian and mean curvature,
but it is prone to over segmentation and is inefficient even on
a very simple low-noise scene [8]. Rabbani et al. [8] proposed
the residual as the curvature measure, but it is claimed that the
residuals are not normalized [3]. Pauly et al. [7] defined surface
variation at a point p as
λ0
,
λ0 ≤ λ1 ≤ λ2
(4)
σ(p) =
λ0 + λ1 + λ2
where λi is the ith eigenvalue. Surface variation is closely
related to mean curvature and is more suitable for simplification
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Fig. 5. Influence of outliers on plane fitting. (a) Planar surface (regular points, black in color) with scattered outliers (red in color). (b) PCA and RDPCA planes
in the presence of scattered outliers. (c) Planar surface with clustered outliers. (d) Fitted PCA and RDPCA planes in the presence of clustered outliers.

Fig. 6. Orientation of the normals (red quivers) on and near the edge for selected (blue) points; data sets are in the left side in the figures. (a) PCA normals.
(b) RDPCA normals.

of point-sampled surfaces than curvature estimation based on
function fitting [7]. We use the surface variation σ(p) in (4) for
indicating the local shape of a smooth surface as an alternative
to curvature, because of the following: 1) it is normalized;
2) it is more consistent for different point densities and neighborhood sizes; and 3) it considers surface variations in all three
directions, namely, x, y, and z.
RDPCA: Using PCA, we get the three local SFs. Since PCA
is nonrobust, to avoid the vulnerability to the outliers and noise
on the estimates, we adopt the recently proposed maximum consistency with minimum distance (MCMD) algorithm [28] and
couple it with PCA. The MCMD algorithm finds a maximum
consistent set within the local neighborhood N pi of a point pi ,
which is a subset of size h (h > n/2) of the most consistent
points within a minimum distance. MCMD finds outliers and removes them from N pi and then fits the plane by PCA to the
cleaned data to get robust SFs. To find outliers in N pi , the method uses a robust z (Rz)-score based on the orthogonal distance
(OD), which is called MCMD_Z. We label the method of SFs estimation as RDPCA, because it uses the MCMD_Z based robust
diagnostic technique to find the outliers in a neighborhood and
then uses PCA to get the robust SFs. This algorithm is computationally faster and produces more accurate and robust results.
D. Evaluation of the Estimated SFs
We compare the SFs from RDPCA with those from PCA. We
compare the results for some typical situations that have direct
influence on segmentation, e.g., influence of outliers and effects
of neighborhood size on the estimated SFs.

Outlier Influence on Plane Fitting and SFs Estimation:
Klasing et al. [3] stated that, using a k-nearest neighborhood
(k-NN), the PCA based approach [6] is one of the most popular
methods of normal estimation because of both quality of results
and speed. Yoon et al. [47] showed that the presence of outliers
in normal estimation is the most likely source of problems for
segmentation. In addition, PCA normals make a sharp edge
smooth, which reduces the angular difference between two
consecutive normals, which may cause segmentation errors.
To show the influence of outliers on plane fitting, we simulate
two sets of 50 3-D points with 30% outliers that follow a
Gaussian normal distribution. We generate regular points assuming that they are from a planar surface, so that variations
among the points in x and y are higher than variations among
the points in z. In Fig. 5(a) and (c), the data sets contain
scattered and clustered outliers, respectively. The results from
PCA and RDPCA [see Fig. 5(b) and (d)] show that PCA
planes are tilted away from the majority of the regular points,
showing that PCA is influenced by outliers and produces the
wrong parameters and misleading normals. RDPCA planes
match with the majority of points, which means that there is
insignificant outlier influence both for scattered and clustered
outliers, producing more accurate normals and other SFs.
To see the effect of normals on edge points, we pick a
vehicle-borne MLS data set, as shown in Fig. 6, containing
parts of a road, kerb, footpath, and a fence. Fig. 6(a) shows that
PCA normals of the selected points (blue points near the edge)
are smoothed out. RDPCA [see Fig. 6(b)] clearly separates two
surfaces (kerb and footpath) based on the normals’ orientation
without any smoothing effect.
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Fig. 7. (a) MLS real data with 20% outlier (noise) added; outlier influence
on λ0 and σ(p) of surface points, PCA (cyan) and RDPCA (magenta).
(b) λ0 versus outlier percentage. (c) σ(p) versus outlier percentage. (d) PCA
and RDPCA box plots of λ0 for different percentages (5%–40%) of outlier
contamination. (e) PCA and RDPCA box plots of σ(p) for different percentages
(5%–40%) of outlier contamination.

To determine the influence of outliers and/or noise on
the estimates of λ0 and σ(p), we deliberately add 5%–40%
Gaussian noise with a variance of 0.1 to the points of the
data set (green points) in Fig. 7(a), making them off-surface
points considered as outliers [42]. Fig. 7(a) shows the effect
when 20% Gaussian noise (red points) is added. We pick a
point from a planar surface in Fig. 7(a), find its neighborhood of size k = 30, and calculate the values for λ0 and
σ(p) for every percentage (5%–40%) of outlier contamination
using PCA and RDPCA. We choose k based on knowledge
of experimentation on similar data. Fig. 7(b) and (c) graph
λ0 and σ(p) versus outlier percentage, respectively. For PCA
(cyan), λ0 and σ(p) show much variation and have an underlying increasing tendency with increasing percentage of
outlier contamination. However, for RDPCA (magenta), λ0
and σ(p) are near zero for all the percentages of outlier
contamination, which shows that the values of the estimates
for RDPCA are robust, i.e., not influenced by noise and/or
outliers. The box plots in Fig. 7(d) and (e) are generated with
the λ0 and σ(p) values from Fig. 7(b) and (c), respectively,
which show improved robustness of the estimated SFs from
RDPCA.
Effects of Neighborhood Size on Variation Along the Plane
Normal and Curvature:
Interest point is a planar or a nonplanar surface point:
To explore the effects of neighborhood size k on λ0 and σ(p),
we consider two MLS data sets: one represents a boxlike object,
as shown in Fig. 8(a), that contains three planes with three edges
and a corner, and the other represents a nonplanar surface, as
shown in Fig. 8(b). Similar data experiments and literature [16],
[18], [32] show that, depending on the data density, k = 20 to
300 is appropriate for point cloud processing. We calculate λ0
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Fig. 8. Real PCD: normals for PCA (green) and RDPCA (red) portrait on
surface, edge, and corners. (a) Planar surfaces (boxlike object). (b) Nonplanar
surface. Effects of neighborhood size on λ0 and σ(p). (c) λ0 versus neighborhood size. (d) σ(p) versus neighborhood size.

and σ(p) for pi with k = 20 to 300. The results in Fig. 8(c)
and (d) show that if the point pi comes from a planar surface,
then k has no effect on λ0 and σ(p), but if the selected point
comes from a nonplanar surface, then the values of λ0 and σ(p)
increase with increasing k. However, the estimates for RDPCA
are much smaller than those for PCA. This means that there is
very limited influence of k for RDPCA. The smaller the value
of λ0 is, the better is the plane fit, e.g., Fig. 8(c) shows a planar
surface that has λ0 of zero for all values of k. If a surface is
nonplanar, then λ0 will be nonzero and vary with k; thus, it is
not an appropriate measure. Fig. 8(d) shows that it is better to
use σ(p).
Interest point is a surface/edge/corner point: We investigate the effects of k on λ0 and σ(p) when the interest point
pi comes from a planar surface (magenta) or an edge (green)
or a corner (blue) shown in Fig. 8(a). Fig. 9(a) shows that, for
surface points, λ0 for PCA is constant (most of the λ0 values
are zero or close to zero) as a function of k, and for edge or
corner points, λ0 gradually increases with the size of k. This is
more so for corners (points that come from three surfaces) and
larger than for edge points (points that come from two surfaces).
For RDPCA, Fig. 9(b) shows the λ0 values almost equal to
zero for surface, edge, or corner points. We take the logarithm
for the λ0 values to make the difference more visible, but the
results are still very close to zero, i.e., there is no significant
difference between them. This is because RDPCA considers
the most consistent set of points that are from an individual
surface, which can be understood by considering the orientation
of the respective normals (red) in Fig. 6(b). In Fig. 9(c) and
(d), for σ(p), similar conclusions can be made for PCA and
RDPCA, respectively. Hence, k has a significant effect on σ(p)
for PCA, but not for RDPCA. Fig. 9(c) and (d) illustrates that
if points lie on a planar surface, the σ(p) values are almost
always zero.
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Fig. 9. Effects of neighborhood size on λ0 and σ(p) for the surface, edge, and corner points. (a) PCA results, λ0 versus neighborhood size. (b) RDPCA results,
log (λ0 ) versus neighborhood size. (c) PCA results, σ(p) versus neighborhood size. (d) RDPCA results, log σ(p) versus neighborhood size.

Fig. 10. Robust segmentation process. ODj is the orthogonal distance of the jth point; EDij and θij are the Euclidean and angular distances between the ith and
jth points, respectively; and ODth , EDth , and θth are the orthogonal distance, Euclidean distance, and angular distance thresholds, respectively.

IV. P ROPOSED A LGORITHM
We propose a region growing based robust segmentation
algorithm. The algorithm consists of four basic tasks, as shown
in Fig. 10.
Algorithm Formulation and Implementation:
Task 1: Neighborhood selection: Proper neighborhood
selection is an important task for accurate SFs estimation.
Three methods are common for neighborhood selection: 1)
k-NN; 2) fixed-distance neighborhood; and 3) neighborhood
within a voxel. For (2) and (3), the numbers of points in a
neighborhood are different due to uneven sampling. We choose
the k-D tree search algorithm based k-NN to get k points of a
local neighborhood N pi for an interest point pi because it can
deal well with uneven point densities common in MLS data.
A smaller N pi makes normals more susceptible to noise, but
using a larger N pi can adversely affect the local characteristics
of the normal, and the local geometry is better represented by a
smaller N pi [38], [48]. Since the quality of the surface normals
depends heavily on the surface geometry, it is better to fix k
empirically rather than analytically by simulation, related real
data experimentation, and/or investigation of scanner characteristics. Hence, k should be sufficiently large so that neighbors in
N pi become coplanar. The reader is referred to [18] and [49]
for more details about neighborhood selection.
Task 2: Robust SFs estimation: Based on proper N pi ,
we estimate robust SFs for all the points in the data using the
RDPCA.
Task 3: Seed point selection: Region growing starts with
a seed point pi that has the least curvature (surface variation)
σ(p) value, because it will be more successful where the surface
is smoother and, hence, the surface variation is lower.
Task 4: Region growing: Starting from the selected seed
point, a region grows gradually based on the spatial connectivity

Fig. 11. Distances between pi and pj used in the segmentation algorithm:
Euclidean distance EDij , orthogonal distance ODj , and angular distance θij .

among the points. We define two points that are spatially
connected or in the same region if they follow some proximity
and/or coherence criteria. We set three distance measurements
(see Fig. 11) as test criteria to get two points that are sufficiently
close to consider them in the same region. The measures are as
follows: 1) point-to-plane orthogonal distance (OD); 2) pointto-point Euclidean distance (ED); and 3) angular distance θ
between the two points. Hence, they depend on the neighboring
points (i.e., local surface geometry) of the point of interest.
We find an N pi for the ith seed point pi and calculate ODs
for all the neighbors of pi . The OD for the ith point pi to its best
fit plane generated by its neighbors can be defined as
ODi = (pi − p̄)T · n̂

(5)

where p̄ and n̂ are the mean of N pi and the unit normal of the
fitted plane, respectively. To reduce outlier effects and to make
the surface smooth, we define the general rule of outlying point
identification as the OD threshold ODth , which is defined as
ODth = mean(OD) + a × σ(OD)

(6)
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where σ is the standard deviation, and a = 1 or 2 or 3, since
it is known that, for a Gaussian normal distribution, about
68%, 95%, and 99.7% of the data lie within 1σ, 2σ, and 3σ,
respectively. To make ODth robust, we use the median and the
median absolute deviation (MAD) in place of mean and σ in (6).
Hence, we consider the ith point as a coplanar surface point if
ODi < ODth = median {OD(N pi )} + 2 × MAD {OD(N Pi )}
(7)
where {OD(N pi )} is the set of ODs for all the points in N pi ,
a = 2 (to consider 95% points as coplanar surface points), and
MAD = b · mediani |pi − medianj (pj )|

(8)

where b is a constant. Instead of the case of σ for Gaussian
distributions, to make the estimator consistent for the parameter
of interest, we need to set b = 1.4826 [50]. We use the ED to
compute the distance between a pair of points (the seed point pi
and one of its neighbors pj in N pi ) as
EDij = pi − pj .

(9)

Since the data density may be uneven, we consider two points
that are close to be in the same region if they are as close as the
majority of the points in the neighborhood. We decide that pj is
sufficiently close to pi if
EDij < EDth = median{EDij }

(10)

where EDth is the ED threshold, and {EDij } is the set of all
EDij . We also consider the angular distance between two points
if they are spatially close. The dihedral angle θ, which is also
called the bias angle, between two points is used to measure the
angular distance, which is defined as


(11)
θij = arccos n̂Ti · n̂j 
where n̂i and n̂j are the unit normals for the ith point pi and one
of its neighbors pj . Two spatially close points will be cosurface
points and on the same surface if θ is less than a user-defined
threshold θth .
We find an initial seed point pi with the least σ(p) and its
local neighbors for a current region Rc . A neighbor pj will be
added to Rc , the current seed point list Sc , and removed from
the point cloud P , if the following three conditions based on the
three distance measures, in Fig. 11, are satisfied:
⎫
(i) ODj < ODth ⎬
(ii) EDij < EDth
.
(12)
⎭
(iii) θij < θth
Rc will continue to grow until no more seed points are available
in Sc . If the size of Rc is less than a minimum number Rmin
of points, then the region will be considered as insignificant
and be ignored. After growing a complete region, we select the
next seed point for the next region from the remaining points in
P that has the least σ(p). This process of region growing will
continue until P is empty. The robust segmentation process is
summarized in Algorithm 1.
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Algorithm 1: Robust segmentation
Point Cloud: P
Build kd-tree
T ← kd − tree (P )
Find k-nearest neighbors for each point in P
[N p, ED] = k-NN search (T, P, k)
Robust SFs estimation
[N, K] = normal-curvature (P, N p, h, , Pr );
Region Growing
Input:
P : point cloud
N p: cached nearest neighbors for each point in P
ED: cached Euclidean distance for each point to its
neighbors
N : list of normals n̂ for each point in P
K: list of curvatures for each point in P
θth : angle threshold
Rmin : minimum region size
Initialize: list of regions R ← φ, points not in any region
R ← φ
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

while P is not empty do
Rc ← φ, Sc ← φ
Select initial seed point pi from P with the least
curvature in K
remove
insert
insert
Rc ←− pi , Sc ←− pi , and P −→ pi
for each point in Sc do
Select nearest neighbors of the ith seed point from N p
Find EDij s for the ith seed point and its neighbors
from ED
Calculate ODj for all the neighbors of the ith seed
point using n̂i
EDth = median(EDij )
ODth = median(ODj s) + 2 × MAD(ODj s)
Find the points from N pi , whose EDij < EDth and
ODj < ODth and put them in a list L
for j = 1 to size (L) do
if pj is in P then
if θij < θth then
insert

insert

remove

15.
Rc ←− pj , Sc ←− pj , and P −→ pj
16.
end if
17.
end if
18.
end for
19.
if Rc > Rmin then
insert
20.
R ←− Rc
21.
else
insert
22.
R ←− Rc
23.
end if
24.
end for
25. end while
26. Output: list of regions R.
V. E XPERIMENTS
The proposed algorithm is demonstrated and evaluated
through experiments on simulated and real PCD.
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Fig. 12. (a) Cylinder data set. (b) Convex and concave steps. Segmentation results for (c) PCA, (d) RANSAC, (e) RPCA, and (f) RDPCA.
TABLE I
ROBUSTNESS OF E STIMATED SF S F ROM D IFFERENT M ETHODS ON S EGMENTATION

A. Accuracy Measurements
To measure the accuracy of the segmentation, we calculate
the performance measures, namely, recall r (surface segmentation rate), precision p (correctness of the segmented surface),
and F -score F (overall accuracy), using the rules in [51] and
[52], which are defined as
number of PS
× 100
number of PS + number of US
number of PS
p=
× 100
number of PS + number of OS
r×p
F =2 ×
r+p
r=

(13)
(14)
(15)

where PS denotes proper segment, US denotes undersegment,
and OS denotes oversegment. A PS is one that matches a
true segment from manually determined ground truth, i.e., one
segment describes a single feature, e.g., the side of a box that
is one planar surface. An OS occurs where one true segment is
broken into two or more segments, and a US is where two or
more separate segments are wrongly grouped together [12].
B. Demonstration and Analysis
We evaluate our algorithm in two ways: comparison of robust
SFs (normals and curvatures) used in our method with SFs
from existing methods based on simulated data and comparison

of the proposed algorithm with existing region growing based
segmentation algorithms using real PCD.
1) Simulated Data: To demonstrate the advantages of
RDPCA-based robust SFs, we include the SFs estimated by
PCA, RPCA, and RANSAC in the segmentation. We label the
results as PCA, RANSAC, RPCA, and RDPCA. A simulated data
set is used as the correct results or the ground truth is known.
Cylinder data set: We simulate a 3-D data set of 31 000
points, which represents an object consisting of 15 cylindrical
surfaces, as shown in Fig. 12(a). The cylinders have various
sizes of lengths between 0.12 and 1.8 m and radii between
0.18 and 0.3 m and are joined in such a way that many convex
and concave steps/edges [see Fig. 12(b)] are generated between
pairs of consecutive cylinders. We get the normal and curvature
for every point with neighborhood size k = 30. The proposed
segmentation algorithm uses angle threshold θth = 15◦ and
minimum region size Rmin = 10. Fig. 12(c) shows that PCA
wrongly groups cylinders 2, 3, 4, and 5; cylinders 7 and 8; and
cylinders 9, 10, and 12; and Fig. 12(d) shows that RANSAC
groups cylinders 2, 3, and 14 and cylinders 9, 10, and 12.
Fig. 12(e) shows that RPCA performs better with one small
OS in the red circle with cylinder 14. However, the proposed
RDPCA algorithm extracts all 15 cylinders without any OS and
US, as shown in Fig. 12(f).
Robustness to θth : To see the effect of changing θth , we
segment again with θth = 10◦ and 20◦ , keeping k and Rmin
the same. Table I shows that PCA, RANSAC, and RPCA have
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TABLE II
S EGMENTATION T IME

seven, three, and two OSs, respectively, for θth = 10◦ and have
eight, five, and two USs, respectively, for θth = 20◦ . RDPCA
extracts all 15 surfaces properly without any OS and US for all
values of θth .
Robustness to k: We perform segmentation with different
values of k (20, 25, and 35), with θth = 15◦ and Rmin = 10
as for the previous experiments. For k = 20, PCA, RANSAC,
and RPCA have 12, 12, and 15 PSs, respectively. Table I shows
that the PS values decrease and the segmentation errors increase
with increasing k (25, 30, and 35), whereas RDPCA has
100% r, p and F values without any OS and US for all the
values of k.
Speed of processing: We evaluate the speed of processing
for segmentation for SFs estimation methods: PCA, RANSAC,
RPCA, and RDPCA. The times given in Table II are for
processing the Cylinder data set. Segmentation is implemented
in MATLAB and the times in seconds (s) using the MATLAB
profile function. The RANSAC toolbox [37] is used, and RPCA
uses the MATLAB library for robust analysis [34]. The total
time for segmentation is considered as the time for SF estimation combined with the time mainly for region growing.
Although PCA results are poor, Table II also contains the
processing times for PCA because RPCA and RDPCA are
derived from PCA. Table II shows that the time difference
between RANSAC and RDPCA is insignificant compared with
RPCA. Table I shows that RPCA results for segmentation are
acceptable and, sometimes, competitive with RDPCA, but in
terms of time, Table II shows that RDPCA (232.579 s) is significantly (around 105 times) faster than RPCA (24 512.704 s).
2) Real LS Data: We demonstrate and evaluate the advised
segmentation algorithm on several MLS, TLS, and ALS data sets.
Comparison with existing methods: To further show the
advantages of the proposed algorithm, we compare it with three
existing methods [8], [16], [19]. We consider the algorithms
because they are for PCD segmentation, are recent, and similar
as they use region growing and PCA based local SFs.
Rabbani et al. [8] defined a residual that approximates
curvature and used this residual as a smoothness constraint.
This algorithm starts region growing using a seed point that
has the minimum residual and adds nearest neighbors if the
angle between the seed point and each neighbor is less than
a predefined threshold. We label this method RRG.
Mozos et al. [19] introduced a segmentation method where
a point p belongs to a segment S if the distance between the
point p and a seed point with the lowest curvature in S is
closer than a user-defined threshold and if the angle between the
normals of p and the seed point is less than an angle threshold.
To robustify, Mozos et al. [19] followed [53] by computing
a weighted least squares plane in the k-neighborhood of p.

Fig. 13. (a) House data set. Segmentation results for (b) RRG, (c) MRG,
(d) XRG, and (e) RDPCA.

The weighted covariance matrix of the neighborhood N pi is
defined as
Σ=

k


ξi (pi − p̄)(pi − p̄)T

(16)

i=1

where ξi = exp(−d2i /μ2 ), μ is the mean distance from the
query point p to all of its neighbors, and di is the distance from
point p to a neighbor pi . We label the algorithm MRG.
Xiao et al. [16] fitted a plane to each point of the data and its
k neighbors with respect to MSE defined as MSE = (1/k)λ0 ,
where λ0 is the least eigenvalue. To be consistent, we use a
k-D tree based k-NN search algorithm instead of an octree in
[16]. The algorithm starts from a seed point that has minimum
MSE. A new point is added to the current region if the distance
from the new point to the optimal plane fitted to the current
region along with the new point is smaller than a distance
threshold and if the MSE of the current region along with the
new point is less than an MSE threshold MSEth . We label the
method XRG.
For comparison, we use two MLS data sets that were collected by a survey company in Australia at typical traffic
speeds. The laser scanner collects points along the road corridor
measuring the distance of surrounding objects within a 30-m
range. The data sets have a point precision of 0.006 m and a
positional accuracy of approximately 0.015 m.
House data set: This data set consists of 7517 points
forming part of a roadside building of 11 planar surfaces, as
shown in Fig. 13(a). We perform the RRG, MRG, and XRG
using PCA and RDPCA based SFs with k = 30 and θth = 5◦ .
Fig. 13(b) shows that RRG wrongly groups surfaces 4 and 7
because the nonrobust normals from PCA smoothed the edge
points and compromised the region growing. Several OS results
are identified by the black ellipses. In addition, some points
are missing, and several OS regions are present in surface 9.
Table III contains a summary of the results. MRG used a
distance threshold of 0.2 m and an angle threshold θth = 5◦ . For
consistency, we used the same parameters. Fig. 13(c) shows that
MRG produced the worst results with three PSs and one OS;
and segments 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 are wrongly grouped into
a segment. XRG used EDth = 0.2, MSEth = 0.01, and pointto-plane distance threshold ODth = 0.03, as advised in [16].
Fig. 13(d) shows several examples of OS in surfaces 10 and 11,
which are indicated by black ellipses. In the black rectangles,
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TABLE III
C OMPARISON OF THE P ROPOSED S EGMENTATION A LGORITHMS W ITH E XISTING M ETHODS

Fig. 14. (a) House data set with 25% noise. Segmentation results for (b) RRG,
(c) MRG, (d) XRG, and (e) RDPCA.

some points from surfaces 4 and 9 are wrongly included in
surfaces 8 and 10, respectively, because of the limitation of
MSEth . Setting an inappropriate MSEth , points are wrongly
included from different surfaces, i.e., those having the same
orientation as the one currently being considered for region
growing. Fig. 13(e) shows that RDPCA correctly extracts all
the surfaces without any OS and US.
We evaluate the performance of the algorithms for the House
data set for 25% added noise (red) points [see Fig. 14(a)] with
Gaussian mean = 0.0 and σ = 0.3 for all directions: x, y, and z.
RDPCA, RRG, MRG, and XRG segment the data using the
same parameters as for Fig. 13. Segmentation results are
depicted in Fig. 14(b)–(e) and in Table III. Fig. 14(b) shows
that the RRG method produces seven PSs, five OSs, and one
US. Performance for MRG is significantly reduced as only two
PSs are produced with four OSs and six USs. The results for
XRG [see Fig. 14(d)] show five PSs, with three OSs. Along
with OSs, a major error is that many points from surfaces
4 and 9 are wrongly included in surfaces 8 and 10, respectively.
Fig. 14(e) shows that RDPCA extracts all 11 surfaces without
any OS and US. Table III shows that the accuracy F rates for
RRG, MRG, XRG, and RDPCA are 70.00%, 28.57%, 76.92%,
and 100%, respectively. The results reveal that, in the presence
of noise, RRG, MRG, and XRG produce worse results and less
accuracy for r, p, and F compared with the data set without
noise and with RDPCA.
Traffic furniture data set: Segmentation of dense urban
scenes is challenging because of the presence of different types
of objects and features [32], [49]. The MLS data set shown
in Fig. 15(a) consists of 241 525 points of roadside furniture
(planar and nonplanar complex objects), including road signs,
long and approximately cylindrical surfaces, i.e., sign and light
poles, road barricades, a billboard, the ground, and vehicles.
Since the XRG algorithm is limited to planar surfaces, we eval-

Fig. 15. (a) Traffic furniture data set. Segmentation results for (b) RRG,
(c) MRG, and (d) RDPCA.

uate the RRG, MRG, and RDPCA algorithms. We use k = 50
based on similar data experimentation, θth = 10◦ , and Rmin =
10. Segmentation results are shown in Fig. 15(b)–(d) and in
Table IV. Fig. 15(d) shows that the proposed RDPCA algorithm
properly segments 68 surfaces with just one OS and one US.
RRG [see Fig. 15(b)] gives a total of 77 segments, with 51 PSs,
but with 12 OSs and 7 USs. MRG [see Fig. 15(c)] fails to segment many surfaces (in black ellipses) into individual surfaces,
which are undersegmented into one surface; it produces 48 PSs,
8 OSs, and 11 USs. RRG has better r and MRG has better p
when compared, and F for RRG and MRG are 84.30% and
83.48%, respectively. However, RDPCA has a 98.55% success
rate for all the measures r, p, and F .
To evaluate the performance for noisy data, we add 10%
Gaussian noise with mean = 0.0 and σ = 0.3 [see Fig. 16(a)].
Results in Table IV show that the performance of RRG and
MRG decreases significantly. Fig. 16(b) shows that RRG produces 47 PSs, 24 OSs, and 5 USs. Fig. 16(c) shows that MRG
deals better with noise as it produces 51 PSs, with 24 OSs and
10 USs. RDPCA gives the best results of 65 PSs and 5 OSs,
without any US. The accuracy rates F for RRG, MRG, and
RDPCA are 76.42%, 75.00%, and 96.30%, respectively.
TLS data set: This data set has been acquired by a survey
company in Australia using a TLS system. Fig. 17(a) (inset)
shows a roadside scene consisting of a building having vertical
walls with different shapes, roofs (large and complex), skylights, etc. The scene also shows the road, kerb, and passages
around the building; a traffic signal; and several signs and
light poles. The data set covers a 33 m × 30 m area and
consists of 810 389 points with a point density of 1608/m2.
The segmentation used the parameters k = 50, θth = 7◦ , and
Rmin = 20. Results in Fig. 17(b) show that most of the planar
and nonplanar surfaces are extracted. The road, kerb, footpath,
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TABLE IV
C OMPARISON OF THE P ROPOSED S EGMENTATION A LGORITHMS W ITH E XISTING M ETHODS

Fig. 19. (a) Aerial data set. (b) RDPCA segmentation result.

Fig. 16. (a) Traffic furniture data set with 10% noise (red points). Segmentation
results for (b) RRG, (c) MRG, and (d) RDPCA.

Fig. 17. (a) Building data set. (b) RDPCA segmentation result.

Fig. 18. (a) Room data set with scattered noise. (b) Segmentation result
of room data set. (c) Church data set; noise points are seen in zoomed-in
black rectangle. (d) Segmentation result of church data set. (e) Road data set.
(f) Segmentation result of road data set; traffic noises are in the red circles.

poles, signs, vertical walls, roofs, doors, and windows are properly segmented. Complex structures such as the TV antenna,
cylindrical roof features, and skylights attached with the big
roof are also extracted.
LS data with different sensor noise: We evaluate the
RDPCA based segmentation algorithm in the presence of
real sensor noise. We take three TLS data sets, as shown
in Fig. 18(a), (c), and (e), from different sensors consisting

of 147 042, 142 731, and 265 740 points with point densities
967.38, 2973.56, and 2460.56 m2 and cover 152, 48, and
108 m2 areas, respectively. The first data set is for a room at
Curtin University acquired indoor by using a Faro/iQsun scanner. It has comparatively smooth surfaces with homogeneous
random noise. The second data set is a part of an old church
steeple in Greece acquired by an older Cyra scanner, and the
third data set is a road corridor in Perth CBD, collected by a Leica C10 scanner. The noise marked in the black rectangle (and
zoomed in) in Fig. 18(c) appeared because an older scanner was
used to collect the dusty nonsmooth surface of the old church,
and the noise in the red circles in Fig. 18(e) are the types of traffic noise which occurred mainly due to the presence of people
and vehicles. Pedestrians and vehicles become problematic and
can create “ghosting” at the time of scanning on busy streets.
We employed our algorithm to segment the data sets; some
oversegmentation appears in Fig. 18(d) on the floor because
of nonsmooth surfaces. Results are satisfactory for all the data
sets, except traffic noise, in the red circles in Fig. 18(f), because
they have some shapes such as tree branches, have spatial
connectivity among the neighboring points, and, therefore, reasonably cannot be removed by using region growing based segmentation as it considers spatial connectivity. Such noise can
be removed from the overall scans prior to the segmentation.
ALS data set: The ALS data set acquired using LiDAR,
as shown in Fig. 19(a), covers a 1512 m2 urban area in Hervey
Bay, Queensland, Australia. The point density is 42 points/m2
with a spacing of 0.15 m and consists of 63 175 points of
mainly ground, buildings, and trees. The buildings have 13
roofs. The segmentation used k = 20, θth = 3◦ , and Rmin =
10. Fig. 19(b) shows that the ground is nicely separated from
the off-ground surfaces and all 13 roofs having saddle and flat
planar surfaces are quite well segmented. Small roof planes
are correctly separated from the very close and parallel larger
planes. Roof planes are properly extracted in the presence of
crease and smooth edges, and even close parallel and adjacent
planes of different sizes are segmented. There is some poor
segmentation where vegetation is present, but this is expected
as it is hard to estimate surface orientation and region growth
for such small objects (leaves, branches).
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VI. M ERGING S EGMENTS F ROM S MALL S LICED
DATA FOR L ARGE DATA S EGMENTATION
It may be impractical to segment large PCD at one time, i.e.,
hold the complete data set in memory. Currently, the solution
is to manually divide the data into slices (section) and process
slice by slice. This is satisfactory given that many objects are
local in extent and each slice can be made to cover them completely. However, this is not the case for linear features, e.g., the
road pavement. Here, we propose an algorithm to process strips
one at a time and then merge the results seamlessly.

A. Algorithm Implementation
Consider large PCD that, for convenience, we slice into
a reasonable number of pieces along the appropriate surface
direction (such as in x or y). We need to segment all the
pieces individually and then merge the resultant segments that
represent the same surface in the scene. We slice the data
set such that each slice has a significant common overlapping
region with adjacent slices. For example, we can have four
slices (S1 , S2 , S3 , and S4 ) of PCD in which each adjacent
pair of slices has an overlapping region. Any segments that do
not occur in an overlap region are regarded as part of the final
result, but segments that fall in the overlapping regions have
the potential of being modified and merged. We segment each
individual slice. To merge the segmentation results, we start
from the segments for S1 and S2 . We search for segments in
S1 and S2 that contain points from the common region of S1
and S2 , which is called S12 . The segments of S1 that do not
occur in S12 are put in a list of final segments SP for P . Now,
we create a new data set (S1 S2 ) of the points from the segments
that have common points in S1 and S2 and resegment the new
data set. The segments from S1 S2 and the segments of S2 that
are not involved with S12 together will be considered as the
updated segments of S2 for merging with the segments of S3 .
This way of segmentation and merging for consecutive pairs of
slices continues until the last slice. The process is summarized
in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2: Segments merging from different slices
Input:
ns : number of slice
S: list of all slices (S1 , S2 , S3 , . . . , Sns )
Lsi : list of segments of each slice (Si ) in S
k: neighborhood size
θth : angle threshold
Rmin : minimum number of points to build a significant
region
Output:
SP : list of segments for the whole data set P
1. for i = 1 to (ns − 1) do
2.
if common points between Si and Si+1 then
3.
Find the segments that have common points in Lsi
and Lsi+1 and put them into CSi and CSi+1 ,
respectively

4.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.

Find the segments that have no common points in
Lsi and Lsi+1 and put them into SP and NSi+1 ,
respectively
Merge the segments CSi and CSi+1 and put them
into M
T ← k-D tree (M )
[N p, ED] ← k-NN search (T, M, k)
[N, K] ← normal-curvature(M, N p, h, K, , Pr )
MS ← RegionGrowing(M, N p, ED, N, K, θth , Rmin )
Update Si+1 and Lsi+1 and SP
if (i + 1) < ns then
Si+1 ← CSi ∪ Si+1
Lsi+1 ← MS ∪ NSi+1
else
SP ← SP ∪ MS ∪ NSi+1
end if
else
if (i + 1) < ns then
SP ← SP ∪ Lsi
else
SP ← SP ∪ Lsi ∪ Lsi+1
end if
end if
end for

B. Experiments
Road corridor data set: We segment a large MLS data
set of a road corridor consisting of many objects, including the
road pavement, kerbs, footpath, a traffic island, and roadside
furniture such as road signs, a fence, long and approximately
cylindrical surfaces, including signs and light poles, and more
complex surfaces such as big buildings and lamps. This data
set shown in Fig. 20(a) consists of 1 389 752 points and covers
about 59 m of travel. We slice the data set along the y-axis into
ten equal parts, keeping 0.2 m of data for the overlapping regions for pairs of consecutive slices. These are shown by the red
bands in Fig. 20(a). We use k = 50, θth = 10◦ , and Rmin = 10 as
for previous experiments. Fig. 20(b)–(k) shows that all ten slices
are properly segmented and almost all the objects’ surfaces have
been successfully extracted. The final results of merging are
shown in Fig. 20(l). Results show that segments are properly
determined across the slices. For example, consider the road
pavement, kerb, and footpath that are continuous surfaces for
the whole data set and have common regions between pairs of
successive slices. Fig. 20(l) shows that they are properly merged
through the slices. Another example is the big building along
the left side of the road, which consists of olive and blue parts,
occurs across a number of slices, but these are accurately merged.
Hervey Bay data set: To evaluate the merging algorithm
on ALS data, we consider a data set of 1 087 553 points captured by a LiDAR system collected from the Hervey Bay area
of 18 268 m2 in Queensland. This data set with 59.53 points/m2
consists of mainly buildings, roofs, facades, walls, bushes, big
trees, and ground. We cut this into eight equal parts along
the y-axis with overlapping regions of 0.2 m. The parameters
k = 20, θth = 3◦ , and Rmin = 10 are used for segmentation.
Fig. 21(b)–(i) shows that the slices are properly segmented,
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Fig. 20. (a) Road corridor data set with boundaries of slices in red. (b)–(k) Segmentation results for ten slices. (l) Final segmentation results after merging the
results from the ten slices.

Fig. 21. (a) Hervey Bay data set with boundaries of slices in red. (b)–(i) Segmentation results for eight slices. (j) Final segmentation results after merging the
results from the eight slices.

excluding vegetation. Roofs having different sizes and types of
edges, having saddle, flat, and/or parallel planar surfaces, are
efficiently segmented. Fig. 21(j) demonstrates that all slices are
properly merged in the data set. The large ground surface is
properly segmented for all slices and is merged in one surface.

VII. C ONCLUSION
This paper has proposed algorithms for robust segmentation for planar and nonplanar object surfaces and merging
of segments from different slices of PCD. In the methods,
the MCMD_Z-based RDPCA algorithm couples robust and
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diagnostic statistics to get robust SFs. The robust SFs estimated
by RDPCA are used for region growing to segment the PCD.
Results for experiments on artificial and real MLS PCD show
that the proposed RDPCA-based segmentation algorithm has
the following advantages: 1) computationally simpler; 2) significantly faster than the RPCA; 3) can efficiently handle high
percentages of clustered and uniform outliers; 4) outperforms
PCA and is significantly better than RANSAC for segmentation; 5) produces more accurate and robust results; 6) reduces
over- and under-segmentation; and 7) is semi-automatic, depending mainly only on two user-defined parameters: k and θth .
Results on simulated data show that the proposed segmentation
algorithm is consistent for a range of different parameter values
of k and θth . The algorithm is efficient for TLS and ALS, as
well as MLS PCD. Finally, using a segment merging algorithm,
we are able to segment and process large extents of PCD.
The RDPCA algorithm based on MCMD_Z breaks down
at more than 50% outliers. LS data typically do not contain noise and/or outliers of more than 50%. However, noise/
outliers up to 75% can be processed using MCMD_MD [28].
Nurunnabi et al. [28] showed that MCMD_Z is less influenced
(produces lesser bias angles) with up to 50% outliers contamination in the data than MCMD_MD, which means that it has
been proven that MCMD_Z produces more robust SFs (normal
and curvature) than MCMD_MD and, consequently, will give
better segmentation results based on more robust SFs used
in region growing. Therefore, we suggest using MCMD_Z in
RDPCA as long as the data contain less than 50% outliers.
The segmentation results have many possibilities, including
object shape recognition and modeling, surface reconstruction,
and feature extraction. For example, by taking the output of the
point cloud labeling or segmentation and clustering the labeled
points, we can determine a high-level description of the surfaces
and objects, e.g., a vertical cylinder or a horizontal planar surface. This feature-type recognition can be used later for object
modeling and surface reconstruction through appropriate clustering techniques. The segmentation method developed in this
paper is most appropriate for smooth surfaces. In future work,
we plan to develop methods that will be as follows: 1) more automatic; 2) more efficient for nonsmooth surfaces; and 3) suitable
in the presence of missing laser or LiDAR points.
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